
LOAD GENERATION BALANCING 
RELATED SERVICES

• Frequency deviations, if large enough, may lead to total system

collapse.

• If the system frequency drops drastically due to a sudden mismatch

of load and generation, the under-frequency protection relays isolate

the generating units to avoid damage. This dis-connection of

generating units further increases the drop in frequency. This

unbalance and series of incidences may cause disconnection of tie

lines and affect the stability of neighboring control areas.

• The imbalance between load and generation may arise due to

uncertainties in demand forecasting, generators inability to follow up

the changes in load and generation or load trips.

• The vertically integrated utility was responsible for maintaining

sufficient generation to cope up with the load variations and maintain

the reliability.

Continued……….
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• However, under the restructured environment, many questions arise

about which generator should take up the burden of providing the

balance and how it would be compensated for the same.

Figure 1 shows three components of load variations during one

scheduling hour.

The first element is the average load during the scheduling period, 65

MW over the one hour shown in this case.

The second element is the trend during the hour. In this case, this

element increases from -5 MW at 7 am to +10 MW at 8 am.

The third element is the rapid fluctuations in load around the

underlying trend. Here, the fluctuations range over ±2 MW.

Combined, the three elements yield a load that ranges from 60 to 75

MW during this hour.
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The rapid fluctuations are handled by the regulation service.

The trend of slower change during that hour is taken care by load

following service. Load following involves handling the imbalance at the

end of scheduling interval.

These two services plus energy imbalance together ensure that, under

normal operating conditions, a control area is able to continuously balance

generation to load.

Figure 1: Components of a load
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• Frequency Regulation
Regulation is the use of online generating units that are equipped

with control mechanism that can change output quickly to track the

moment-to-moment fluctuations in load and unintended fluctuations

in generation. In doing so, regulation helps to maintain

• the system frequency,

• minimize the differences between actual and scheduled power

flows between control areas,

• match generation to load within the control area.

Figure 2 shows the simplified block schematic for frequency

regulation.
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Figure 2: Simplified block schematic for frequency regulation
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• The frequency regulation consists of two modes of operation,
namely,

 primary regulation

 secondary regulation.

The primary regulation is basically the governor action with certain
droop characteristic, while

The secondary regulation pertains to Automatic Generation Control
(AGC).

Figure 3 shows the drooping characteristics of a generator
connected to the system.

This droop characteristic is facilitated by a frequency error feedback
provided to the governor.

The slope of the characteristic determines the change in the unit’s
output for a given change in frequency.

This unit regulation is provided in percentage. For instance, 4%
regulation for a unit indicates that a 100% change in unit output
requires 4% change in frequency. This corrective action facilitated
by governor response is termed as primary regulation.
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• Figure 4 shows drooping characteristics of two units connected to a

common load.

• A change in load in this case, will be shared by both the units,

depending on their droop characteristics so as to operate at a

unique frequency.

• At nominal frequency f0, unit 1 and unit 2 outputs are P1 and P2

respectively. In case of a load increase, the units are slowed down

and the governors increase the output until the units settle at a new

operating frequency f. Each unit shares additional load in proportion

to slope of its droop characteristic, so that their outputs are and

• Thus, the generation increase, taking place within few seconds

along with support from frequency dependent loads, arrests any

further fall in frequency. The system then (in the absence of

proportional and integral control) stabilizes and operates at a new

frequency that is slightly less than the nominal frequency. This

mechanism is sometimes referred to as Free Governor Mode

Operation (FGMO).
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• This whole control action causes unscheduled power flows on tie-

lines. To restore the system to nominal frequency, the generation set

point of some units should be readjusted, based on new generation-

load balance. In some instances, this is done through an automatic

control action known as Automatic Generation Control (AGC), and is

referred to as secondary control. The secondary loop basically aims

at bringing the Area Control Error (ACE) to zero so that tie line flows

between the control areas are maintained to specified values. In

some systems, this is achieved through manual adjustment of

governor set point. This control action is sometimes referred to as

tertiary regulation
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Figure 3: Generator droop characteristics
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Figure 4: Two units sharing same load
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LOAD FOLLOWING

• Load following is the use of online generation equipment to track the

intra and inter-hour changes in customer loads.

• Unlike the minute-to-minute fluctuations, which are generally

uncorrelated among customers, the long-term changes in customer

loads are generally correlated with each other.
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SPINNING RESERVE SERVICES

• Unlike the regulation and load following services, the reserve

services are designed to be activated during large power deficits

under a contingent situation. The frequency plot associated with the

case presented in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 5. In this, it is

assumed that at 7:45 A.M., a big generator is suddenly

disconnected. This is the situation when reserve services should

come into play. Depending upon the minimum time in which the

generation should start providing corrective action, the ancillary

services are classified into following two categories:

• Spinning reserve services

• Supplemental reserve services
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Figure 5: Roles of reserve services
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• The spinning reserves must start responding quickly to the

frequency change. These reserves are available in the form of

synchronous generators that are synchronized with the grid and

generate at a level lower than the maximum rated capacity. This

response must be available within 10s and should be sustainable for

further 20s.

• The spinning reserve is the unused capacity which can be activated

on decision of the system operator and which is provided by devices

which are synchronized to the network and able to affect the active

power.

• The spinning reserve states are activated by system operator (SO)

manually and in stricter sense, the demand side can also participate

as a spinning reserve.
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• The units providing supplemental services need not start responding

immediately. The supplemental reserve services are provided by the

generators that have fast start-ups such as gas or oil fired

generators or hydro generators. This response must be fully

available within 30s of the incidence and must be sustainable for

further 30 minutes. As can be seen from Figure 5, the spinning

reserve succeeds in arresting the frequency drop before it reaches

the statutory limit. The supplemental reserve then helps to bring the

system frequency closer to nominal value.

• While providing supplementary services, the ramp up rate of the

generating unit decides its ability to provide the reserve service.

However, this is not the only deciding factor. The transmission

constraints can limit the ability of a particular unit to act as a reserve

provider.
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